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Abstract
Many observations reliably exhibit correlations between the magnetic perturbations and seismic responses, convincing that the magneto-seismicity is
not a myth. Magnetic control of the earthquakes is based on physics of magneto-plasticity, the remarkable phenomenon, which implies generation of the
electron spin pairs on the trapped dislocations, in which Coulomb interaction
is switched off. Microwave irradiation at Zeeman frequencies in these pairs
stimulates the motion of dislocations, inducing release of elastic energy into
the safe plastic deformation. Magneto-seismic correlations unambiguously
demonstrate that the earthquakes are indeed suppressed by low-frequency
(wide and continuous spectrum from Hz to MHz) microwaves The detailed
mechanism of this phenomenon is discussed and experimental proofs are
given in terms of magneto-plasticity as a feasible means to control earthquakes.
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1. Introduction
Earthquake (EQ) is an inevitable event but its magnitude may be controlled.
Keeping in mind that the rocks are heterogeneous at many scales, from its smallest atomic scale (crystal defects, impurities, dislocations) to the different interfaces (micro-cracks, interphase and grain boundaries) one can conclude that the
EQ may be controlled only at the atomic scale. The author shares the key paradigm formulated by Sornette [1] that “it is not possible to get a reasonable description of an EQ if one forgets about the chemical processes occurring at the
smallest scale”. The preparation of an EQ and its triggering proceeds on the atomDOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009 Nov. 8, 2021
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ic level and, therefore, in order to control EQ it is reasonable to rely on the atomic
scale. The purpose of the paper is to suggest magnetically sensitive chemical mechanism of the dislocation motion as a means to control earthquakes.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Accumulation and Release of Elastic Energy
Elastic energy in the EQ focus is known to be created by anisotropic deformation
induced by tectonic stress in rocks; it is accumulated and stored mostly in the
dislocations trapped by impurities in crystal lattice, by neighboring dislocations
or interfaces. These trapped dislocations keep the great excess of elastic energy
for a long time, until a threshold is reached at which it is suddenly and unpredictably released as an EQ. The major part of elastic energy is kept as internal
energy of crystal, hidden in dislocations trapped on the atomic defects or ionic
impurities; in solid state physics, it is known as a dislocation strengthening. This
is a reason why elastic energy is long living. In order to release it, at least partly,
it is necessary to wake up these trapped, sleeping dislocations, to free them; then
their motion transforms dangerous elastic energy into the safe energy of plastic
deformation.
There are three the most important means if not to empty but decrease supply
of elastic energy in the EQ core at the atomic scale. The first is the acoustic
waves, regardless of what is their origin (nuclear or usual explosions, impacts of
meteorites, triggering by other earthquakes, etc.). The propagation of the waves
in crystal modulates interatomic distances and induces detachment of trapped
dislocations stimulating their motion. The second factor, which is intensively
discussed, is the fluids emanating the Earth core. They are supposed to create
local pressure in cracks stimulating their expanding or to function as a lubrication of micro-cracks facilitating sliding along the cracks or interfaces. But cracks
are not communicative vessels; fluids are forced to penetrate rocks by diffusion
through the interstitial positions or vacancies in crystal lattice. The fluids are not
able to diffuse as a molecular species (for exception, perhaps, of helium): H2,
H2O and other molecules dissociate and diffuse as atoms or, what is chemically
more reliably, as the protons (if atoms lose electron), hydride ions (if atoms attach electron) or ions O−, O2−, etc. Moving in crystal lattice these ions perturb
local atomic surrounding in the vicinity of trapped dislocations by modulation
of inter-atomic distances, stimulating detachment of dislocations. This mechanism seems to be the most probable to explain the fluid effects; it is indeed similar
to the acoustic stimulation of sleeping dislocations. Nevertheless, only magnetic
interactions may be considered as a controlling factor; it is technically the most
easily implemented. Now we will consider magneto-seismic effects, which seem
to be reliably established and physically sensible.

2.2. Magnetically Controlled Seismicity
Magneto-seismicity is not a myth. There are many observations, which reliably
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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exhibit correlations between magnetic perturbations and seismic response. These
correlations are found both in natural magnetic perturbations (magnetic storms)
and artificial exposure to electromagnetic irradiation of the earthquake core by
discharges of magneto-hydrodynamic generator; some examples will be given
below.
Figure 1 clearly demonstrates that the tectonic deformation ε drastically increases after irradiation of the core by magneto-hydrodynamic generator (these
experiments were carried out in Central Asia regions Garm and Bishkek). The
rates of deformation were also increased by 10 - 20 times; thus, in Garm the deformation rate before irradiation was 2.42 (in generally accepted conventional
units), while under irradiation the deformation rate (38.8) was almost 20 times
higher [2] [3]. These observations actually demonstrate slow plastic deformation
of the EQ core induced by electromagnetic pulses.
The correlation of the two events, magnetic storms and earthquakes, was analyzed by Guglielmi et al. [4]. It is based on the observation of these two events
during 1973-2010 years and presented in Figure 2. Here the storm onset is taken
as zero time, then the number of large magnitude EQ (M ≥ 5), that took place 60
min before the storm onset and 60 min after it, were determined. If these two
events, storm and EQ, were independent, 405 analyzed earthquakes must be distributed almost equally. However, this expectation is not confirmed: 230 earthquakes occurred before the storm and only 173 after it. It means that the number
of strong earthquakes with M ≥ 5 decreases after the storm by more than 30%,

i.e. the EQ focuses partially lose their elastic energy. This 30% decreasing means
that the magnetic storm eliminates every third large magnitude EQ, transforming

Figure 1. Total tectonic deformations ε (a) and deformations of the upper layer (b) before irradiation by electromagnetic pulses from magneto-hydrodynamic generators (t <
0) and after it (t > 0). The instant of pulses corresponds to t = 0 (for details see [2] [3]).
See different scales on the y-axis.
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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Figure 2. The number of EQ with magnitudes M ≥ 5 in the time intervals of ±60 min with respect
to the magnetic storm onset (t = 0, vertical red line).

it into the low magnitude EQ. The thick horizontal line in Figure 2 is drawn for
the earthquakes with M = 6.6; it is seen that 8 earthquakes with M > 6.6 happened before the storm and only 2 EQs after it. The effects of magnetic storms
and electromagnetic initiation of slip were also discussed by Chelidze et al. [5]
[6].
Figure 3 shows how the frequency of the powerful earthquakes (M ≥ 5) decreases after magnetic storms; it is evident that the effect of magnetic storms is
significant [4]. It is statistically reliable conclusion that the magnetic storms
suppress powerful earthquakes.
Extensive experiments with magneto-hydrodynamic generators for many years
[7] have also detected correlation between magnetic and seismic events. For
example, by measuring the number of EQ for 30 days before pulses of magneto-hydrodynamic generator (m) and for 30 days after pulses (n) it was shown
that m/n > 1 (about 1.15 - 1.45) for the large-magnitude EQ, but this ratio m/n <
1 (about 0.8 - 0.9) for the low-magnitude EQs. At first glance, these effects seem
to be enigmatic and contradictory. But these two effects are not independent: the
suppression of a large-magnitude EQ means simultaneously its transformation
into a small-amplitude EQ. The increasing number of weak earthquakes is a direct consequence of decreasing the number of the powerful earthquakes. Such a
synchronism suggests that magnetic perturbations stimulate release of elastic
energy of the earthquake focus by stimulation of trapped dislocations [8].
The relationship between the earthquakes and geomagnetic phenomena was
established recently [9] [10]; the authors separated periods of geomagnetic activity into very quiet and extremely disturbed, and then correlated them with seismic activity. By analyzing the NEIC earthquake catalog of the US Geological
Survey over a 20-year period, from 1980 to 1999, it was shown that the planetary
activity of earthquakes under quiet geomagnetic conditions is noticeably higher
than the activity under disturbed conditions. In particular, the probability of the
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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Figure 3. The distribution of the frequency earthquake appearance (number of EQ in 60
min interval) before magnetic storm (a) and after it (b). Smooth curves approximate
normal distribution. These results were obtained by analysis of the large file of earthquakes for the time 1973-2010, using the method of epoch folding (digital synchronous
detection method).

powerful earthquakes with magnitude M≥8 was shown to be twice higher in
magnetically quiet days than that in the magnetically active days. This impressive result is in accordance with idea that geomagnetic activity stimulates release
of elastic energy and unambiguously convinces the reliability of the magnetic
control of seismicity.
The correlation between the strong natural magnetic storms and the seismic
noise, accompanying these storms and characterized by pulses of displacements
with duration of a few minutes [11], is in perfect agreement with magneto-hydrodynamic results mentioned above. The properties of the pulses do not
depend on the weather conditions. The pulses are detected in the records from
all seismic stations located on the continents. It is hypothesized that sharp
changes in the electromagnetic field during a storm serve as a trigger for the release of energy accumulated in the Earth; the latter seems to induce displacement of rocks as a result of the motion of dislocations.

2.3. Magneto-Plasticity as a Means to Control Dislocations
Mechanical properties of diamagnetic crystals, such as hardness, deformation,
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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plasticity are known to depend on the magnetic field [12] [13]. This phenomenon, called magneto-plasticity, seems to be enigmatic because crystals exhibiting this phenomenon have no magnetic components. The source of magneto-plasticity is firmly established [14] [15] to be dislocations: their mobility depends on the magnetic field and this dependence is a key to the magnetically
dependent mechanics. It was suspected that some paramagnetic states of dislocations, vulnerable to the magnetic field, are formed in crystal, but the nature of these states was enigmatic. It was experimentally shown that the magneto-plasticity is hidden in the system dislocation + stopper. Because any contribution of the magnetic field into the energy budget of this system is irrelevant, one
should suggest that the electron spin (angular momentum) plays a role in this
phenomenon, inducing magnetic field controlled process. However, neither free
dislocation, nor diamagnetic stopper (such as Ca2+ ion) carries any spin. Moreover, for the observation of magnetic effects, it is necessary to have two-spin system [16] [17].
The idea of the two-spin, magnetically sensitive electron pair in a stopper-captured, trapped dislocation was proposed [18] [19] [20]; it is illustrated by
Scheme 1 for the particular case of dislocation trapped by Ca2+ ion in the NaCl
crystal.
The scheme implies energy allowed electron transfer between partners (dislocation is presented by its anionic element Cl− ion; index d points out that the ion
belongs to dislocation). It generates spin pair: each partner carries unpaired
electron. It is in the singlet spin state S because electron transfer does not change
spin; the back electron transfer is spin allowed, so that the initial trapped dislocation may be restored. It is remarkable that in the spin pair Coulomb interaction is switched off, Coulomb trap disappears; the stopper does not hold dislocation, it is now free and starts new motion.
It is a first step to the magneto-plasticity. Magnetic field produces conversion
of the spin pair from singlet spin state S to triplet state T0; it occurs as the spin
dephasing by precession of individual spins as shown in Figure 4.
The arrangement of electron spins S1 and S2 in singlet and triplet states is presented in Figure 5.

Scheme 1. Electron transfer in the system dislocation + stopper.
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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Figure 4. Spins S1 and S2 are located on the partners of the spin pair. They oscillate (precess) with Zeeman frequencies g1βH and g2βH respectively, where g1 and g2 are g-factors
of partners. The rate of S − T0 spin conversion is the difference of these Zeeman frequencies ∆gβH, where ∆g = g1 − g2.

Figure 5. Schematical presentation of the electron spins S1 and S2 in singlet and triplet
states.

Magnetic field executes two functions: first, it produces reversible S − T0 conversion with the rate ∆gβH, as shown in Figure 4 and, second, it splits triplet
state into the three states T0, T+ and T−; these states differ by spin projections: 0,
+1 and −1 respectively, as shown in Figure 6. Both functions are illustrated in
Scheme 2 and Figure 6.
The second step to the magneto-plasticity and magnetic control of EQ is
accomplished by microwaves. They convert T0 into T+ and T– and populate
these states of spin pair. It is extremely important to note that in contrast to
the reversible S − T0 spin conversion the transformation of T+ and T– states
into S state is strictly spin forbidden, so that the dislocation cannot return into the initial trapped state, it is doomed to leave these long living T+ and T–
states of spin pair. This is a key point, where magnetic control of the EQ is
implemented, where transformation of elastic energy into the energy of plastic deformation occurs.
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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Scheme 2. Magnetic field converts singlet state S into the triplet state T.

Figure 6. The scheme of Zeeman levels in zero (H = 0) and high (H > 0) magnetic field.
Microwave irradiation mw induces transitions from T0 into T+ and T– states.

2.4. Microwave Reception
Magnetic resonances at Zeeman frequencies gβH in the spin pairs are the most
reliable proof of the molecular concept of magneto-plasticity in terms of Schemes 1
and 2. Resonances were experimentally detected in many crystals as the acceleration of dislocations and increasing the path of their runs under irradiation by
microwaves at Zeeman frequencies [21] [22]; it is indeed electron spin resonance, detected and measured by dislocation movement. As an example, Figure 7
demonstrates that the acceleration of dislocation may be almost doubled under
microwave irradiation.
In the direct laboratory experiments when the series of strong electromagnetic
pulses were applied to the rock samples it was shown that these pulses initiate
acoustic emission as an indicator of mechanical instability, which stimulates slip
of stressed samples [23]. The similar effects of acoustic emission triggered by
electromagnetic irradiation of marble and other materials are described in the
review [24].
The observation of microwave effects means that the microwave pumping controls spin evolution of spin pairs and the motion of dislocations. In other words, the
pair is a microwave receiver; its mw pumping at Zeeman frequencies controls mechanical properties of crystals and solid state materials including rocks.

2.5. Magnetic Transport of Dislocations
Thus, magnetic fields, both permanent and electromagnetic, accelerate and catDOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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alyze the motion of dislocations and this magnetic catalysis creates magneto-plasticity as a physical phenomenon. Till now we have considered an ideal,
individual spin pair on the trapped dislocation; its magnetic fate is presented in
Figure 6. However, instead of a single, individual spin pair, in the crust of the
EQ core there is a huge collection of trapped dislocations and spin pairs with
great distribution of G-factors and great scatter in local magnetic fields H; it is
schematically presented in Figure 8.
It means that instead of the single mw resonance there are multiple resonances, a huge stream of Zeeman transitions; the thick lines in Figure 8 symbolize
this phenomenon.
The distribution in G-factors arises from the two sources. The first is that the
even individual g-factor is itself anisotropic that is its Zeeman resonance depends on the orientation of the molecular axes with respect to direction of magnetic field. For any paramagnetic species there are three principle magnitudes gx,

Figure 7. The run L of dislocations in the single NaCl crystal as a function of magnetic
field H. The resonance peaks occur at Zeeman frequencies g1βH (g ≈ 6), g2βH (g ≈ 4), and
g3βH (g ≈ 2). The lower curve indicates the runs without microwave irradiation; L0 is the
run in the Earth magnetic field.

Figure 8. The scheme of Zeeman energy levels and spin transitions for the collection of
pairs with different g-factors G in varying magnetic fields H.
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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gy, and gz which correspond to g-factor, if magnetic field is oriented along the
molecular axes x, y, or z respectively. In any arbitrary orientation of molecular
axes g-factor falls in the broad range between gx, gy, and gz. The other source of
the distribution in G-factors is the variety of chemical composition of rocks,
which implies a vast variety of chemically different trapped dislocations and spin
pairs with a great collection of anisotropic g-factors.
The distribution in magnetic fields H also arises from the two sources. The
first is induced by inhomogeneity of local magnetic fields in rocks (due to their
different magnetic susceptibility, inclusion of ferromagnetic impurities, etc.).
The other is the inconstancy of the Earth field, which is modulated and perturbed by magnetic storms and other emissions of ionosphere, by many fields
emitted by products of technical civilization, etc.
Finally, we have a huge collection of Zeeman levels and the widest band of mw
frequencies. Their dependence on the magnetic field is schematically shown in
Figure 9(a). The transitions T0 - T+ and T0 - T– fall in microwave region of MHz;
more exactly, they are close to those which are Zeeman resonances around the
Earth magnetic field. The great majority of these high frequency waves are hardly efficient in the stimulation of trapped dislocations due to their low penetrability in the rocks.
The levels shown in Figure 9(a) ignore dipolar interaction between unpaired
electrons in spin pair. But it is not ignorable: magnetic field created by electron
depends on the distance r as β/r3, where β is the Bohr magneton. For instance, at

r = 3Ǻ it is about 350 G and comparable or even strongly exceeds Earth magnetic field (0.2 - 0.6 G). Like g-factor, dipolar interaction B is the anisotropic tensor,
its components Bx, By, and Bz are different along the molecular axes of spin pair;
moreover, they are of opposite signs and obey to relation Bx + By + Bz = 0, so that

Figure 9. The scheme of Zeeman levels and resonance Zeeman transitions in spin pairs: a—dipolar
interaction is absent; b, c, d—dipolar interaction is switched on; magnetic field is oriented along the
molecular axes x (b), y (c), z (d). The y-axis refers to the horizontal line T0. The energies are given
in arbitrary units, arrows label Zeeman transitions.
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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in any arbitrary orientation of molecular axes Zeeman transitions fall in the
broad range between Bx, By, and Bz.
Again we have a huge collection of Zeeman levels and wide band of frequencies but now, when dipolar interaction is taken into account, their dependences
on the magnetic field are different from that shown in Figure 9(a); these dependences are presented in Figures 9(b)-(d). They correspond to orientation of
magnetic field along the molecular axes x, y, or z respectively. In zero magnetic
field the spin states of the spin pair are denoted as X, Y, and Z; it is well known
in the electron spin resonance spectroscopy [25], where energy differences between states X, Y, and Z are named as zero field splitting. When magnetic field
increases the states X, Y, and Z are transformed into T+, T0, and T– as shown in
Figures 9(b)-(d).
It is the most important that now, with taking into account of dipolar inter-electron interaction, the transitions T0 - T+ and T0 - T– fall in the low frequency region from Hz to kHz. It covers almost continuous band in the range of
kHz frequencies; due to their penetrability in rocks these low frequency waves
are efficient in the stimulating trapped dislocations. Namely these frequencies
seem to be responsible for the magnetic stimulation of dislocations and magnetic
control of the earthquakes described in Section 3. (Note also research of magnetic bias control system presented in reference [26]).

2.6. Magneto-Plastic Effect: Experimental Observations
Magnetic stimulation of trapped dislocations was described in many papers; numerous results are summarized in the review [13]. The example of high-frequency
resonance acceleration of dislocations was shown in Figure 7; other examples of
low-frequency resonances are seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11. They are detected in the range of resonance frequencies 103 - 106 Hz in Earth magnetic field
in the NaCl crystals doped with Ca2+ ions [15] [27]. These multiple resonances
belong to different orientations of molecular axes of spin pairs as described in

Figure 10. The trips L of dislocations in a single NaCl crystal at certain its orientation as a
function of microwave pumping frequencies.
DOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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Figure 11. The trips L of dislocations in single NaCl crystal as a function of microwave
frequencies with pulse pumping. Each point refers to the certain orientation of crystal.

previous section; the runs of dislocations under resonances increase by several
times.
Figure 11 illustrates similar effects detected in Earth magnetic field with
pulsed pumping [28] [29]. Again many resonances are observed; they belong to
spin pairs in different orientations of molecular axes (due to anisotropy of
g-factors and dipolar interactions) and in different local magnetic fields. Note
that they are at rather low frequencies and significantly accelerate dislocations.
Of course, the runs of dislocations depend on the amplitude of microwave
pumping. Thus, in the pulse regime with pulse duration 0.5 μs the runs are 30
and 70 μm at the amplitudes of 0.05 and 0.10 G respectively; the lifetimes of spin
pairs fall in the limits of 10−5 - 10−4 s.
The acceleration of dislocations in Earth magnetic field under pulsed pumping was also detected in crystals of ZnO, triglycine sulfate, and potassium hydrogen phthalate; all resonances were in the kHz region [30]. Evidently, the microwave induced magneto-plasticity is a general and universal phenomenon.

3. Conclusions
Experimental observations are in perfect agreement with the idea of magnetic
control of EQ by stimulation of magneto-plasticity. It is conceivable to use
magnetic control of dislocations as a means to release elastic stress in the
earthquake focus to avoid a catastrophic earthquake by transforming it into a
weak, small-magnitude one. Microwave irradiation transforms elasticity of diamagnetic solids into plasticity, controlling mobility of dislocations via magnetic
interactions in the electron spin pairs on the dislocations; microwaves produce
acceleration of dislocation and increase the path of their runs, providing release
of elastic energy.
Microwave pumping on the resonance Zeeman frequencies (in the regime of
magnetic resonances) is a solid proof of the physics of electron spin pairs and
magneto-plasticity, as itself. The main contribution into macroscopic transforDOI: 10.4236/ojer.2021.104009
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mation of elastic energy into the plastic flow is introduced by resonant microwaves. Namely these waves may be used to control mechanics of the earthquake
focus.
It is worth noting that the magneto-seismicity is a new field of the Earth
Sciences; it is natural that many questions remain unanswered, many details are
not clear. What is important and worthy of confidence (at least, it cannot be ignored) is that the magneto-seismicity is illustrated by correlations between
magnetic (magnetic storms, solar activity, power magnetic pulses of hydrodynamic generators) and seismic events; they indicate that the magnetic (microwave) effects on the earthquakes is not a myth, it is a means to transform
large-magnitude earthquakes into the weak, low-magnitude events. Magnetic
control is shown to be a double-faced phenomenon: it may devastate the highenergy focus suppressing large-magnitude earthquakes, but it may provoke
low-magnitude, safe earthquakes, preventing accumulation of elastic energy and
its releasing by catastrophic earthquakes.
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